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tenure track
positions, 7
progress along, 41–45
termination
employment, 93–94
mentoring relationship, 107
test questions, 224–225
textbooks, selecting, 229
themes, of courses, 228
think-pair-share approach, 218, 242–243
Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Model, 69–72
Thompson Scientific, impact factors, 176
time frame, for tenure track progress, 41–45
timelines
for leadership development, 51
planning for projects, 130
time management, 2, 113–124
assisting staff with, 101, 119
and collaborations, 207–208
committee service commitments, 120
day-to-day, 115–119
efficient, 117–118
and family responsibilities, 121–123
grid for, 117
making choices, 115
resources, 123
rotating tasks, 116
strategies for, 113–115
and teaching, 234–235
time off, avoiding misunderstandings, 64
titles of papers, 180
trainees, meeting with, 15
true/false questions, in teaching, 224
trustees, board of, 26

University of Minnesota, Center for Teaching and Learning Services, 218
university policy
on income sharing, 192
on outside activities, 37–38, 170
university structure, 25–46
people to know within, 29–30
resources, 46–47
university-wide responsibilities, 26–27
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO), 189
utility patents, 189

V
vacation, 65
values, 66
maintaining in the lab, 57–58
as part of the lab mission statement, 54
vice presidents
academic health center, 28
university, 26–27
video collections, NIH site on historical, 233
visas, 88, 91, 94
visibility, increasing, 46, 175, 183–184
vision
creating as a leader, 53–54
keeping by motivating lab members, 67–68
role in leadership, 50
vote, by tenured faculty, 40, 43

W
warnings, for employee misbehavior, 93
weaknesses
assessing as a teacher, 213
recognizing to improve leadership skills, 52–53
Web site, for teaching a course, 229
witnesses, for laboratory notebooks, 146
work breakdown structure (WBS), in project management, 129–130, 139–140
work hours, 64–65
workload, negotiating, 227
work practices, establishing good, 143

Y
years, of tenure track, 41–45

U
undergraduate students. See also graduate students; students
interaction with, 36
lab status of, 77–78
mentoring, 103
recruiting, 81
staffing needs for, 79
United States Medical Licensing Examination (USMLE), 221
university
faculty handbook, 27
organization of, 26–28
service, 20
support facilities and services, 31–34
university commercialization record, 192
university committees. See committees
university governing board, 26